
Spinning Whiskey & Spirits
Glass
By Helix Whiskey Glass

$21.95

1  Add to Cart  Add to Wishlist

Details

Sip from a spinning whiskey glass that does more than just look
good (though it certainly does that). The base of this glass is
designed to spin in place without toppling your drink. This
creates an eye-catching effect with a purpose—the spinning
action helps aerate whiskey, which opens up flavor and aroma.

Materials: Glass

Care: Clean before use, top rack dishwasher safe

Design of base allows the glass to spin in place

Spinning the glass aerates spirits and unlocks complex
flavors and aromas

Features giftable packaging

Holds up to 12 fluid oz. of liquid

Made in China

Dimensions: 3" x 3" x 4"

Weight: 0.9 lb.
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12/26/2018 by Linda

This was a Christmas gift for family. We immediately washed the glasses and
tried them out for 'size'. It was a hit! Great for those that...More >

12/19/2018 by Karolyn

My husband loved these glasses, and the customer service is fantastic!

12/18/2018 by Tammy

This is a heavy glass and the spinning motion is mesmerizing. Also love the
packaging comes in its own roundbox with a tin lid. I bought two...More >

12/18/2018 by Terrie

This is a nice heavy and interesting glass. The weight of the glass combined
with the swirls really make a statement when your spin the whiskey....More >

12/11/2018 by Pat

I gave this glass to a friend for his birthday, it was the hit of the party.

12/7/2018 by Cheryl

Nice looking and just the right weight. This is a Christmas gift but I know they will
love them.

11/17/2018 by Susan

I sent this as a present to my son in law and he loved it!

10/21/2018 by Sandra

I bought two of these for my son for Father's Day. He loves it.

9/28/2018 by Thomas

Your heavy, expensive feeling glass spins like it is mounted on ball-bearings.
Your drink spins, looks, smells, and tastes wonderful.

9/17/2018 by TBird

I would recommend this to anyone - it’s perfect glass for any drink!

9/11/2018 by Marissa

Today, I received these glasses I ordered for my husband’s birthday. I was
pleased with the unique packaging that encased an even more unique...More >

8/27/2018 by Brenda

My son is an avid whiskey drinker and I thought these were unique. He says he
loves them and uses them all the time. Seem to be heavy-duty...More >

8/24/2018 by Dian

These glasses are great. I bought them as a gift for my Son. He loves them & so
do I. We used them a few nights ago, they’re fun!
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GREAT FIND

FANTASTIC
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WONDERFUL

CLEAVER IDEA
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MAGIC
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GIFT FOR MY SON

FUN & PRACTICLE

GAVE THESE AS A SHOWER GIFT AND THEY WERE A HUGE HIT!
PEOPLE ASKED WHERE I  PURCHASED THEM!
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7/10/2018 by DLS

Glasses arrived in time and packaged well. Bought them for a gift. The couple
was thrilled with them!

6/24/2018 by Robin

We are really enjoying this Fathers Day Gift. I was hesitant because of the cost
to order not one, but two ! It’s all wonderful and worth it...More >

6/18/2018 by Jane

This glass all by itself is so beautiful. Then you fill it with the whiskey and SPIN
it. Like playing with a top. But, it really does make the...More >

6/12/2018 by LaDene

My husband, a scotch drinker, really likes this glass. It's fun to spin, which
enhances the aroma of the scotch. The motion is really fascinating...More >

6/11/2018 by MaryClare

My son loves this! It is truly beautiful as it spins. Fine craftsmanship. I suppose I
need to buy another one...

6/8/2018 by Leslie

I received the two glasses I ordered. Number 1, the packaging is quite unique.
Each one comes in its own cylinder with a pop off metal lid. Kind...More >

6/7/2018 by Betty

We bought these as a gift. We took one out of the box just to see how it spins. It
looks like it will work great!

12/18/2018 by Patricia

I bought them as gifts, so I hope the giftees (bourbon drinkers) enjoy them as
much as I think they will. They're beautiful to look at and they...More >

12/20/2018 by Lin

I have loved everything I have purchased from The Grommet until these
glasses. As mentioned in other reviews they do appear to be cloudy
unless...More >

12/9/2018 by Andrew

Not what I expufor such an interesting design

12/8/2018 by Patricia

I bought two of these glasses for my son who is something of a whiskey lover.
He really loves Old Fashions, so I also purchased Bulleit Bourbon...More >

6/22/2018 by Diana

I like the concept of this glass, its unusual. The one thing Im not thrilled about
was the noticeable line running down one side, like a seam....More >

6/13/2018 by Mike

I received this glass as a gift. I love the concept of this heavy drink ware and it's
great to spin while enjoying my JD. The downside... the...More >

6/24/2018 by Steve

Not many like to have a drink alone. How about a deal on a pair of glasses?
Cost for only one seems little pricey....

11/29/2018 by Margaret

I am extremely disappointed in the quality especially for the price. The glasses
arrived cloudy. I washed them and noticed bubbles in the glass...More >

7/26/2018 by Kathleen

Very disappointed in quality of the glass for the price..The glass looks and feels
like a mayo jar. A seam runs up the side and it is pretty...More >

Write a Review

About Helix Whiskey Glass
Sip + Spin

WORTH THE $$ ABSOLUTELY!

WHISKEY TASTES EVEN BETTER

FUN & BEAUTIFUL WHISKEY GLASS

GREAT GIFT!

STURDY AND GOOD LOOKING

LOOK GREAT

THESE ARE FUN AND FUNCTIONAL

MANY REVIEWS WERE CORRECT.

COOL DESIGN

SPINNING BUT NO AERATION

LIKE THE CONCEPT

GREAT TO PLAY WITH. HARD TO KEEP CLEAN.

DRINKING ALONE

POOR QUALITY

NOT HAPPY WITH THIS PURCHASE
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The Helix spinning whiskey glass from Epicureanist is as functional as it is entertaining. It’s designed to spin in place, but the glass won’t tumble over.  
 
The glass creates an eye-catching illusion as it and its contents go for a spin. This action is entrancing and deliberate, and does more than just look good. It
helps whiskey to aerate, opening up subtler flavors and aromas that might otherwise go unnoticed.  
 
Epicureanist created the Helix as a new spin on the traditional whiskey glass. It serves as a conversation piece, while it also does the job of enhancing your
drinking experience.
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Bar Pilot Bottle Opener
by CHART Metalworks
Starting at $90

Aromatic Bitters
by Hella Bitter
Starting at $9.95

Bar Cutting Board
by CHART Metalworks
$100

Corkcicle Air
by Corkcicle
$20.95

Florida Vase
by
$19.95

Spinning Whiskey & Spirits Glass
by Helix Whiskey Glass
$21.95

Helix Whiskey Glass
Spinning Whiskey Glass
$21.95

Yula Self-Watering Single Planter
by LECHUZA
$23.95
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